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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
In this chapter, the researcher presents conclusion and give the suggestion. The
conclusion is drawn based on the research question, while suggestion intended
to give information to the other researchers who would be interested in doing
similar research.
A. Conclusion
Based on the research finding and discussions, the conclusions of this study are
based on the research question. They are shown below:
1. There are three types of person deixis found in this movie. They are first
person deixis, second person deixis, and third person deixis. First person
deixis are words “I”, “my”, “me” as singular pronoun while “we”, “our”,
and “us” as plural pronoun. Then, second person deixis are words “you”
and “Pele” as singular pronoun while “you” and “boys” as plural pronoun.
The last, third person which are words “he” and “Fofinho” as singular
pronoun while word “them”, “Brazilians”, and “their” as plural pronoun.
Person deixis also is found represent person pronoun, possessive pronoun,
adjective pronoun, nick name, and proper name which used as subject like
“I”, “you”, “Pele”, “they”, “we”. While, the words like “me”, “us”, them is
used as object.
2. There are two types of humor occurs from person deixis in the movie. They
are superiority and incongruity. Person deixis “a goalkeeper”, “the youngest
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player”, and “the shoeless ones” are categorized into superiority humor
because the speaker feels superior and stronger by using those word. While,
the words “four eyes”, “Pele”, and “his sister” are categorized into
incongruity humor. It has meaning ambiguity and conflict from person
deixis between what speaker meaning and what actually occurs.
B. Suggestion
After getting the results of the analysis, the researcher would like to give some
suggestions to that can do by other researchers. They are shown below:
1. Other researchers is capable of analyzing about the other types of deixis in
the movie such as place deixis or time deixis.
2. The researcher hopes, the next researchers will analyze types of humor that
occur from person deixis with different types humour in the movie.
3. Actually, the incongruous humor also can be analyzed throught linguistics
theory. The linguists argued that humor caused by violation of
communication principle. But the analysis of humor through linguistics
theory is still rare so that the analysis of this research entitled “Person
Deixis and Humor in Jeff and Michael Zimbalist “Pele” Movie” will
stimulate those who are interested in the research of humor through
linguistics theory.
4. The researcher suggests to those who are interested in humor analysis
based on linguistics theory a research which embraces a wide scope of
humor with various theories.
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APPENDIX
Minutes of utterances data (00:05:09)

Minutes of utterances data (00:12:50)
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Minutes of utterances data (00:14:39)

Minutes of utterances data (01:20:29)
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